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INTELLIGO MDR CONSISTS OF 7 UNIQUE MODULES
INTELLIGO HYGIENE ANALYZER
IntelliGO Managed Detection and
Response (MDR) cuts the cost,
time and risk of building a Security
Operations Centre (SOC).
We offer experienced people,
proven processes and a Gartnerrecognized technology platform
that identifies and closes
security gaps and responds to
cybersecurity incidents.
Cybersecurity needs to
incorporate a balance between
prevention, detection and
response. Buying and deploying
prevention tools such as firewalls
and anti-virus products alone
is no longer enough to protect
your company and its private
information.

INTELLIGO VULNERABILITY MANAGER

Gartner-recognized
technology platform.

THE PPA REPORT
A complimentary
Prevention Posture
Assessment (PPA) Report
of your company’s
current security.

Incident Response Retainer Services

KEY INTELLIGO FEATURES

THE TECHNOLOGY

Endpoint Detection and Response (EDR) runs on laptops and
servers and examines memory, scripts, packets and processes
for malicious behavior. This provides the ability to detect and
block viruses and many other types of cyber attacks which
anti-virus software may miss, such as file-less attacks, scripts
and attacks over the network. This will also provide forensic
information not tracked by the operating system in case of a
breach and allows the quarantine, removal or extraction of
files, processes and endpoints on and off the network.
IntelliGO provides multiple forms of collection to monitor
your network and devices for security, performance, and
compliance logs. The on-device sensor runs on the endpoint
and captures critical event data required for compliance and
the monitoring of system changes, such as account or setting
modifications, and auditing of login failures, successes and
activities.

It logs all activity to detect
and respond to threats across
endpoint, network and cloud, and
augments prevention tools you
may already have in place such
as firewalls and anti-virus.

Providing strategic advice
at the highest level when
you need it.

INTELLIGO EDR

INTELLIGO EVENT VIEWER

Powered by IntelliGO, either
appliance-based or virtual, our
MDR service provides 100% visibility
into every facet of your network
and devices.

THE VIRTUAL CISO

As part of our endpoint sensor for laptops, servers and
smartphones, the hygiene analyzer monitors for security gaps
such as missing patches, anti-virus and host firewall status. This
provides best-practice audits for compliance on devices and
helps to ensure customers maintain a strong security posture,
which will deter cyber attacks or virus infections.

Scans for vulnerabilities in your servers/routers and collects
information on hosts through open ports, identifying the
vulnerabilities that exist within them and showing you what
an attacker can see. This provides regular security audits of all
connected systems, and assists with compliance and strong
security posture.

INTELLIGO DISCOVER

IntelliGO Discover runs on the network, discovers all devices
and can control and segment the network (Network Access
Control or NAC) to send commands to switches to disconnect
them. It can automatically provide dynamic VLAN, ACLs or
authorization which provides complete control, helps with
compliance, and minimizes the time to enforce security on
your network.

INTELLIGO ANALYTICS
Our MDR Center uses our platform to build powerful
visualizations to communicate your prevention posture. Our
team works constantly to build reports and escalations that
provide you with the answers to the questions “have I been
hacked?” and “can I be hacked?”.

INTELLIGO THREAT INTELLIGENCE

This service, which runs in our cloud, provides a single source
for bad IP, DNS and Hash information from honeypots, threat
feeds and customer data without duplication. Customers
can subscribe to this feed with firewalls or anti-virus and use
the information in IntelliGO sensors to find zero-day threats
communicating with known malicious hosts.

HOW IS INTELLIGO DIFFERENT?

IntelliGO offers a comprehensive approach for medium-sized companies who do not have a SOC or security
analysts and are looking for a cost-effective way to increase their ability to find and remediate security issues. This
is different to classical approaches by offering the shortest time, lowest cost and biggest reduction in risk when
compared to:
MANAGED SECURITY SERVICES (MSS)
Vendors offering third-party
products and level 1 or level 2
analysts will not offer experienced
personnel and will need to sell a
customer a number of different
tools to do the same job.
This provides round-the-clock, lowlevel surveillance and only notifies
clients of security issues instead of
finding and mitigating the risk.
We offer all features to all clients
and drive their use in our service so
you do not fall victim to a breach
just because you did not have a
product or a particular feature was
not implemented.

OTHER MDR VENDORS
A number of vendors claim to
provide MDR capabilities but they
actually only focus on detecting
threats, either on the network
or on the endpoints, without
ever examining security posture
between these incidents.

BUILDING YOUR OWN SOC
Much like an MSS vendor buying
the tools for you, building and
maintaining your own SOC is
expensive when you consider the
costs involved in hiring, retaining
and training qualified security
professionals.

We provide value every day by
helping to increase your security
through configuration advice,
threat detection and response,
threat intelligence and delivering
comprehensive reports, with real
people to interpret and action
them.

With IntelliGO MDR, you are given
a team of experts and a platform
which is pre-integrated to find and
stop security threats across your
business.
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